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Introduction

Department of EEE conducted a webinar on Leadership Qualities beyond Technological
Advancements in association with professional society.

Resource Person : Aishwarya Bandla,BioEngineer | Translational Scientist | IEEE Senior
Member | National University,Singapore

Leadership is one of those characteristics of a successful man or woman that is never
inherited but learned and imbibed into. The term leadership its self can’t be defined and it
depends on person to person’s perception of life. Does leadership mean you lead someone by
working with them? Does leadership mean you make someone work for you? Does a person
become a leader only if he or she has followers?

It is difficult to give one definition to leadership, but it can safely be said that leadership
is important to run this world. Be it a country, a company, a family or even a small classroom,
leaders around the world, big or small, have played a pivotal role in our lives.



Qualities a student must inculcate:
Leadership is defined by how well you lead a team into the goals and objectives set by

you. Leadership is also defined by the clarity and quality of goals that you set for your followers.
It is not easy being a leader. A leader is simply not someone who will please everyone on his
way. A leader is someone who has the courage and intent of mind to take tough decisions even if
it brings harm to his followers but is in the direction of fulfilling the goals.

Integrity: In an era where there is an increasingly cut-throat competition to be “successful”, it
has become a rare phenomenon to find integrity among people. And if a leader himself lacks
integrity, then it would be wrong to expect that trait from his followers. And this trend leads to a
very dangerous and a kind of dystopian future.

Confidence: Take for example Narendra Modi or Steve Jobs or Indira Gandhi. When you see
them on television or hear their speeches elsewhere, you will always see them oozing with self-
confidence. This is an important trait that every leader should have. If a leader himself is not
confident about himself or his decision, then how can he expect his or her followers to have
confidence in him.



Inspirational: Source of inspiration from a leader can come from various domains and corners
of his or her life, be it their persona, background or competency. Nelson Mandela inspires his
followers because of all the sacrifices that he himself made in his life. Barack Obama inspires his
followers by his ability to speak and his humble beginnings. Indira Gandhi inspired her followers
because of her courage and ability to take bold and strong decisions. Mahatma Gandhi inspires
his followers by his ideologies, beliefs and principals. There should a USP (Unique Selling
Point) in a leader for his or her followers to get inspired and motivated.

Clarity of Mind: A leader needs to have a clear-cut clarity of mind. The decision he or she takes
is based on their intentions, goals and objectives. There can be many hurdles that they might face
during the journey but nevertheless they should not lose clarity and focus on the goal that they
are trying to achieve. A clear cut clarity will give a sense of confidence among the followers and
make them feel that their leader knows what he or she is doing.



Conclusion:
I would like to conclude by saying that it is not an easy job to be

a leader. A statesman or a true leader is someone who does everything in their
capacity to achieve what they are supposed to achieve. They won’t and should not
lose focus on their journey.





2021-22 students participation-Webinar on Leadership Qualities

S.NO ID NO Name of the student

1 190060006 JADALA MANIKANTA

2 190060007 K MD IKRAM

3 190060012 MUNNANGI HEMANTH

4 190060013 NARALA VENKATA MOHAN NIKHILESH REDDY

5 190060014 PANYAM SHAJID

6 190060016 PULI VENKATA LOKESH

7 190060018 SEETHAMMAGARI RAKESH REDDY

8 190060020 SHAIK JANI BASHA

9 190060021 SUHAS AWASTHI

10 190060022 TAKKOLU SAINADH REDDY

11 190060023 YERUKONDA SREE KEERTHI

12 190060024 VEGINATILOHITH SAI

13 190060026 VEMPALLI MUGANNAGARI SANDEEP REDDY

14 190060028 PAMI SETTY VENKATA KEDARNATH

15 190060029 KABALA SHIKATO KEKE

16 190060030 VENKATA NAGA SAI POTHINA

17 190060031 TAMBURA SURYA TEJA

18 2000060017 KOTRAGANTI VENKATA NAGA BALAJI

19 2000060016 GUDAPATI KEERTHI

20 2000060014 MALLOLU FINY SYAM

21 2000060013 PALLA SAI KIRAN

22 2000060012 THUMULA KARTHEEK

23 2000060011 BUDDARTHI SHIVAKAR

24 2000060010 VEMANA VENKATA JANARDHAN REDDY

25 2000060007 Nakka Nagendra Kumar

26 2000060004 DASARI SETHU HANSITH

27 4156 Dr. A. PANDIAN

28 291 Dr. S.V.N.L LALITHA

29 1000 Dr. B. LOVESWARA RAO

30 2272 Dr. K.NARASIMHA RAJU

31 2463 Dr. J.SOMLAL

32 2465 Dr. B.JYOTHI

33 3939 Dr.P SRINIVASA VARMA

34 4264 Dr. M. KIRAN KUMAR

35 1418 Mr. D.SESHI REDDY

36 2131 Mr. R B R PRAKASH

37 2278 Mrs. K.SARADA

38 4666 Dr. G. G. RAJA SEKHAR

39 2847 Mr. T. TEJA SREENU

40 4051 MR. S. RAVI TEJA
41 2100060001 BANOTH SHIVA SHANKARA VARA PRASAD

42 2100060002 THARIGOPULA CHANDRASEKHAR REDDY

43 2100060003 SHAIK SHARUK




